The National Education Association (NEA) is telling all their members and affiliates to create Gender Inclusive Schools.
What is a Gender Inclusive School? First you need to know that the term ‘gender’ has been expanded. If you thought it
was just male and female, then you are a troglodyte and you are not hip.

Educators have decided that
gender identity is a learned
behavior.
Little girls act like little girls
because their parents and
the society at large has cast
them in that role and the
union wants to “free” the
children from those societal
assignments of gender
behaviors.
Of course your five year-old
doesn’t really understand
sexuality so the schools will
have to teach them about
the differences between
males, females, gays, lesbians, transsexuals, bisexuals, etc. so that the child can choose which gender they think they
are.
This movement for gender fluidity will release the children to let their inner genders out.
The teacher’s union – NEA, partnering with Gender Spectrum is providing guidance to educators to fully immerse
children as young as 3 years old and all through high school in gender knowledge and gender creativity. What gender do
you identify as today? No problem, you can change it tomorrow.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Idaho Eagle Forum mobilizing with other family oriented and family friendly groups across the nation to keep this
twisted political agenda out of our pre- and K-12 schools. To say that it is inappropriate is a gross understatement. This
agenda of introducing gender confusion to young children will bring mental illness to otherwise healthy, normal
children. We can’t allow that to happen – not for any reason.
The NEA is holding their annual Representative Assembly meeting in Houston, Texas, July 4-7, 2019. Show up if you can
and tell them what you think.
Please copy and distribute this flyer far and wide. It can be found at our new website: http://Idahoeagleforum.org

